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About This Game

Developed exclusively for Windows PC by Japanese game design genius Hirofumi Hattori

Devilishly difficult but insanely rewarding physics puzzler. Play through 85 levels of diverse and ingenious physics-based
challenges. If you like Super Monkey Ball, Marble Madness, or Peggle, this one is for you.
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If you're a fan of RPG Maker horror games, this game is worth checking out. The game is more in-line with something like
Crooked Man, Mermaid Swamp, or even Corpse Party than Ib, Witch's House, or the like, based partially on a more grounded
and less fantastical setting (but still interesting and dark), a variety of drawn images appear throughout the game in special story
moments, and the game is less focused on strict puzzle gameplay and more on exploring, finding items, avoiding the murderer,
and visual novel-like story moments sprinkled with the occasional puzzle.

If you've never played an RPG Maker Horror Game, basically it's a horror game with a viewpoint like an old SNES RPG-type
game but with a lack of turn-based battles and more focused on events, puzzles, chasers; but in this game's case with many visual
novel scenes. This game is completely worth the $5 if you enjoy these kind of games. It's biggest flaw comes in its translation,
as there are Engrish elements to it and some typos, but I never didn't understand what they were saying, and as I got more into
the game, it became very easy to overlook and just enjoy. The only other thing is the game has some minor bugs, I ran into a
few, but thankfully found nothing game-breaking, mainly some sequence breaking.

The game has good production values for an RPG Maker game. There's several animated videos, that look nice. The original
and licensed music is all very good. The Korean voice acting is well-casted, sometimes they sound a bit dry and emotionless, but
pull off many scenes wonderfully, and added rather than took away in my opinion.

This is all backed by a surprising story that was quite enjoyable, and surprisingly some good endings. Endings are something that
can be hard to get right, but this game nailed it, and gave the game that extra omph to make the whole experience feel worth
playing to the end. The game has three endings, all three are good though I do have a favorite, and all are worth getting; the
ending doesn't just change the ending but radically changes the last third of the game for some very different gameplay and
story experiences.

Game actually got me a few times with its scares and atmosphere, but didn't overly rely on cheap tricks. Mixed with the horror
elements is a murder mystery that gets kind of gripping, and some humor sprinkled in and used to good effect. There's also in
this game a deep-rooted morale about family, but it's one of the few times a game I feel doesn't push the morale in your face
and didn't feel like it was preaching it to you or feel cringe-worthy or forced in anyway. Game also is of decent length, taking
someone probably 5-7 hours to get the first ending, and about 5-7 hours to get the other two endings, and a lot of that second 5-7
hours being filled with new stuff.

Overall a very solid RPG Maker Horror game that can stand with some of the greats, worth it for fans of these type of games, or
if you have an interest in horror games in general, murder mysteries with a spice of some psychological and surreal horror, or
those wanting to try more pixelated games in the horror genre. Welcome to the family!. I'd buy that for a dollar!
(or more, even...)

Edit
====
Two years later: Where's the bloody game, brah?. Haven't enjoyed it so far. Motion sickness in the movment, and the puzzles
haven't been that fun or intuitive.

One of those things, where they hand you a crowbar, but you can't smash the glass in a case that is locked. The game has
potential, but at this time I haven't enjoyed it compared to simpler escapa room games on HTC.

Maybe it will get better?. ---{Graphics}---
\u2610 You forget what reality is
\u2611 Beautiful
\u2611 Good
\u2610 Decent
\u2610 Bad
\u2610 Don\u2018t look too long at it
\u2610 Paint.exe

---{Gameplay}---
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\u2611 Addictive like heroin
\u2610 Very good
\u2610 Good
\u2610 It\u2018s just gameplay
\u2610 Mehh
\u2610 Starring at walls is better
\u2610 Just don\u2018t

---{Audio}---
\u2610 Eargasm
\u2611 Very good
\u2610 Good
\u2610 Not too bad
\u2610 Bad
\u2610 Earrape

---{Audience}---
\u2610 Kids
\u2611 Teens
\u2611 Adults
\u2610 Average Solitare Players

---{PC Requirements}---
\u2610 Check if you can run paint
\u2610 Potato
\u2611 Decent
\u2611 Fast
\u2610 Richy rich
\u2610 Ask NASA if they have a spare computer

---{Difficulity}---
\u2610 Just press \u201aA\u2018
\u2610 Easy
\u2610 Significant brain usage
\u2610 Easy to learn \/ Hard to master
\u2610 Difficult
\u2611 Dark Souls (literally)

---{Grind}---
\u2610 Nothing to grind
\u2610 Only if u care about leaderboards\/ranks
\u2610 Isnt necessary to progress
\u2611 Average grind level
\u2611 Too much grind
\u2610 You\u2018ll need a second life for grinding

---{Story}---
\u2610 If you want story, then go read a book.
\u2610 Text or Audio floating around
\u2610 Average, depends on DLC
\u2611 Good
\u2611 Lovley
\u2610 It\u2018ll replace your life

---{Game Time}---
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\u2610 Long enough for a cup of tea
\u2610 Short
\u2610 Average
\u2611 Long
\u2611 To infinity and beyond (hardstuck noobs)

---{Price}---
\u2610 There is no \u201eprice\u201c
\u2611 Worth the price (buy on sale if possible)
\u2610 If u have some spare money left
\u2610 Not recommended
\u2610 You could also just burn your money

---{Bugs}---
\u2610 Never heard of
\u2611 Minor bugs (makes up the game :D)
\u2610 Can get annoying
\u2610 Assassin\u2018s Creed: Unity
\u2610 Get a bug spray. Or more. A lot more. Or maybe a flamethrower. Or a nuke.. More than it says on the tin. Play whenever
you have a couple of hours to spare.. If you buy it on sale (and don't mind stories that end on cliff hangers) it's a good turn based
strategy game that's easy to pick up and plays a bit with the traditional rock-paper-scissors by creating 4 classes of troops.. a
game that manages to be even worse than novalogic's delta force: xtreme 2! woefully inept ai! uninspired level design! wow!.
Crysis 1 can easily stand the test of time.
It's graphics are still nice to look at. The landscape is amazing and you will find yourself lost for minutes just looking at the
environment.

In it's core Crysis 1 is a sandbox shooter.
And yes there is a story but the game isn't about it.
Story summary:
USA good!
Aliens bad!
North Korea worse!

Where Crysis 1 can shine is in the sandbox like levels. Most the time you will start in an open landscape with a primary target
and one or more secondary targets. And that's where the fun begins!
The level are so open and allow you to solve the same mission in almost infinite ways and this is because of two reasons:

1. Your suit. The nano suit you are using has a lot of different powers. It allows you to jump extremely high, run faster then
most vehicles, armor up or even cloak (which is overpowered as hell!). By combining those skills you can use completely
different strategies on each map.
One time you will use cloak and play the level as a stealth game. You kill out of the shadows and kill dozens of enemies without
ever being seen.
The next time you armor up and use close range fire arms to go in all guns blazing.
Or you get a long range sniper rifle kill a few enemies from a high point (by using your jumping skill for the nano suit) use the
run ability to get away to the next sniper point and start sniping the next few enemies.
Or you let them spot you but prepare with a few mines or some C4.
Or...
You get it right? ;-)

2. The maps are designed perfectly for those different approaches. There is no linear level design which funnels you into one
way with a lot of scripted action. It is all up to you to get the action you want in an open level design.

I wish there would be more shooters like Crysis 1 today.
It is one of my top 5 shooters of all time!. Finished game in 2 hours. Very short with confusing story but nice graphics and easy
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gameplay.. I loved this hidden object game with a twist. You must collect items that are most likely to sell well at your shop.
You must remember where you saw items because you might need them later when the hot item category changes! Though,
after a while, when you've figured out the easier way to get money, it might get kind of repetitive. But it's still fun nonetheless!
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Fun game until you kill everyone over and over and get kicked from server.. me as a Chinese mil nerd finds this meaning a lot
gotta simulate the 1996 J-6 versus F-14 scenario. Amazing game with an amazing developer. The music is great, the writing is
good, the gameplay is top-notch (especially for magic), level design is smart, and it has online co-op and online features like
messages, with more to come. The game is lengthy with tons of build options and plenty of secrets, there is just simply so much
to do, like the Souls games themselves. There are some nice metroidvania elements as well: you unlock power-ups here and
there and those let you traverse to areas of the map you couldn't before, and it's implemented very well; finding these power-ups
is exciting, just like the Castlevania and Metroid games themselves. Absolutely top-notch game and highly recommend it to
anyone, Soulsborne fan or not.

The game is currently a 9\/10 and, with the rate the developer is adding content, will probably only get higher than that. As an
avid Souls fan I really want to see this game do well.. Great game! Saw it in TB's video and immediately bought it.. Wow!
Kunos never cease to amaze, the physics of these amazing cars is as good as it gets.
bargain of the century IMO, if you love "experiencing the car" as much as the racing its a no brainer.
just turn a few laps in either of the 250F's and you have your moneys worth.. Helps me go to sleep. yup. A fun Asteroids clone
where the game's 1 button control is both its unique aspect and the maddening challenge that sets it apart from the others.. It's a
clicker. But it's a clicker with a surprising amount of layers and pathways to success. The combat game breaks up the pacing
nicely, and it's a lot of fun coming up with new fleets. I really enjoyed my time with the game.. A pretty B rate game...I play it
casually with my children but the enemies look dumb, the building takes resources that are somewhat finite, unlike minecraft,
terraria, and many other block games...The variety of weapons is good but confusing due to the stat system...This game was
super cheap so I picked up a 4 pack. It does run smooth but just isn't that much fun :(
C- at best
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